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This is the stone, 

drenched with rain, 

that points the way.     —Santoka

The true traveler has no destination

and no fixed time of arrival.      —Laozi

 

B u d d h i s t  m e d i tat i o n  is something to do, not to be-

lieve, so the measure of it is always related to what is happening 

to your mind and your life. it is a practice—something you 

do over and over again, as in, “i’m practicing the guitar” or 

“i’m practicing my computer game.”

if you practice meditation in this regular way, Buddhism 

has a mysterious and unpredictable healing power. By mysteri-

ous, i mean that while the effect of meditation is more or 

less as advertised, you are on a journey that does not reveal 

all its features at once, and even the destination is uncertain. 

and by unpredictable, i mean that surprise is one of the con-

sequences of meditation. You arrive at places you never in-

tended to reach and didn’t know existed. the first thing that’s 

surprising is that meditation changes you, and so after a while 

you are not the same person who set off. 

a lot of things happen in the long arc of a meditation prac-

tice—it’s a journey, not a plan. i took the mysterious path through 

the koan forest, but all of the Buddhist traditions have key discoveries 

in common. and you might come to some very similar roadside inns 

in the Vajrayana mountains and the plains of insight meditation. 

so let’s look at some of the landmarks of meditation practice, 

some features you might notice along the way.

escaping from the Burning house
the reasons for starting a practice are usually different from the 

reasons for keeping one going. When it comes to starting, any rea-

son will do. the Buddha used the metaphor of a burning house. 

the idea is that people are in a house that has caught fire but they 

haven’t worked out what is going on yet. You want to help, so you 

tell them anything that will get them out of the house. You offer 

a cover story, “oh look, there’s Britney spears, half dressed, with 

her paparazzi” or “Come and listen to my new iPod; it’s awesome.” 

When you begin meditation these ploys get you out of the burning 

house, at least for the moment. 

usually we start for reasons that are acceptable in a given 

culture. in north america we like to be told that a method will 

improve us in some way. i often teach in and sometimes do re-

search in medical environments and in medical schools. Phy-

sicians are open to meditation because they are interested in 

evidence-based techniques for healing. in medical settings, med-

itation is called things like mindfulness-Based stress Reduction, 

mBsR for short. another reason for taking up practice might be 

that meditation changes the pathways in the brain. While most 

conversations and talk therapy might involve the neocortex, the 

idea here is that meditation gets down to the limbic brain, where 

stories about trauma are stored and replayed. meditation can 

weaken the grip of such stories. it also seems to enhance the im-

mune response, to manage pain, and to shorten recovery time 

from surgery. also, if you are a doctor or a nurse or an executive, 

then meditation probably makes you better at what you do.

these are all good reasons to begin meditation. Permanent 
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escape from the flames is another matter; that’s where continuing 

practice comes in. once you are on the journey, practicing every 

day, these reasons will continue to be solid, but some stranger, 

larger change occurs—your reasons will alter.

Reasons that get you out of the burning house all offer something 

positive. they offer a view about reality, saying things are thus. But 

those reasons probably won’t keep you practicing. What keeps you 

from rushing back into the burning house is the discoveries that 

you make. You become interested in your inner life, you notice the 

nature of the mind, and you start experiencing freedom. 

my personal version of the burn-

ing house was this: i had a sense that 

there were many off-the-shelf solu-

tions to being human. they were 

career paths or entertainments that 

were advertised as offering happi-

ness. trying to make them work 

without quite believing in them was 

its own little piece of hell. meditation 

looked like something that might 

work; perhaps because it meant not 

doing things. that was enormously 

appealing. i was thrilled with the 

discovery that i could sit still, shut 

up, and be happy. Waving my arms 

about, reading the great texts, having 

long conversations about important 

matters—all these had not led to un-

derstanding or happiness. not doing 

those things seemed worth a shot. 

it Feels so Good When it stops
there can be a blessing over early stages of practice—life seems 

spacious, and very possible. You can hear sounds differently, as if 

a bird call is inside you or the wind in the trees is meant just for 

you. the idea of not doing is a crucial one, and when you get to 

it you have stepped outside the burning house. not doing begins 

with the sense that the journey is enough right now and striving 

isn’t needed. tasks that were boring drudgery, such as scrubbing 

pots, are suddenly interesting because you are not trying to hold 

off from them and your own mind has become interesting no 

matter what it is doing. things start to flow, and it’s amazing 

how people who were irritating become less so as a result of your 

meditation. moreover, you have a sense of being on the real jour-

ney at last, which might bring tears to your eyes. it is as if after 

many lifetimes you have found a path.

Practice sets in like Weather
When practice sets in, rather the way weather does, there can be a 

lot of boredom and feeling clueless, so that cluelessness or plain-

ness is something that always needs to be taken into account. 

there is a strong temptation to make meditation into something 

good that you do, or something that makes you special. But to 

add striving and competence back into the equation means taking 

meditation back into the burning house. You are learning to ride 

the bicycle, and the harder you try the more you wobble. this  

period is a kind of purification, or initiation ordeal. one way to 

be during this part of the journey is not to know things, since 

anything you decide that you know will put you off balance. 

during this time, as well as experiencing struggle and disorienta-

tion, i also detected an undercurrent that was independent of my 

assessments. noticing this subterranean current is the beginning 

of the true, deep direction of practice. it isn’t influenced by what 

we think or feel we need, and perhaps for that reason really does 

lead into a more joyful life. 

uncertainty
the core of all navigation is probably uncertainty: tolerating not 

knowing makes it possible to find your way. not knowing means 

embracing what is not known rather than fighting with yourself 

over it. since the mind always strives to know, not knowing is dis-

orienting in a useful way. uncertainty and not knowing teach you 

not to believe the stories your mind feeds you day in and day out. 

if you allow your own course to be mysterious, then even the hard 

things can become easy. this is the beginning of awakening.

Fan noise
this is a conversation with an eighteen-year-old student at uCla:

student: What is meditation about?

Teacher: well, why do you meditate?

student: Well, it wasn’t that i hated my life and had to medi-

tate, but i realized that my life wasn’t handleable without it. 

 it’s like a fan noise that’s there all the time, and when i med-

itate it’s silent. When the fan was on you didn’t hear it, because 

it had always been there. there was a catalyst that happened 

for me too. a friend who was a musician died suddenly, and 

the fan noise became really loud. i was alone in new York 

City and lonely, and didn’t even connect the stress with my 

friend’s death. the acute stuff is what it is obvious, but even if 

you deal with the acute stuff you still have that chronic back-

ground pain. it’s the chronic stuff in the background that is 

interesting to deal with. and if i don’t meditate, that noise gets 

worse—and worse. 

 that’s why it’s good to want a different life, to be Cinderella 

wanting to get out of the kitchen. if you want a different life, 

you might learn to stop the fan noise. 

the fan noise is like the dreams you have during an afternoon 

nap—just below consciousness, not completely garbled but 

not really making sense the way waking things make sense. the 

thoughts accumulate and get more and more tangled, but they 

are not necessarily in awareness and they might never rise to the 

level where you could ask yourself whether they were true. medi-

tation turns off the fan and reinstates the silence. 

What do You do With Your emotions?
the uCla student mused further about what was noise and what 

was not. Was her grief over the death of her friend something she 

wanted to let go of, or was that letting go not necessary? 

two hundred years ago, issa wrote a haiku for his daughter. 

the convention in east asia was that on new Year’s day, you got 

a year older. he wrote: 

laugh, and crawl about, 

from today 

you are two!

then less than a year later, when she died of smallpox, he wrote:

autumn wind;

The red flowers

she liked to pick.

even without fan noise, there can be heartbreak. But the most 

heartbreaking thing is not heartbreak; it’s avoiding heartbreak. 

inside the transience of life is the thusness of everything, of the 

tree with forty crows on it in winter, the sound of death-metal 

drums from the kids in the barn, and the feeling of sadness when 

you lose someone. a lot of our suffering is resistance to the life of 

feeling. if you surrender, you are surrendering to what is really 

going on. this is just to notice that nothing beyond your life is 

more important than your life. 

obstacles can be the gate. if your diagnosis is cancer or you 

lose people you love, there is no alternative but surrender. You 

can’t rewind to yesterday when you were innocent. meditation 

at such a moment might not take you back to the surface; it 

might take you down and through. Getting more emotional 

might be indicated; falling apart might happen. the practice is 

what tows you through. it doesn’t take the rough crossing away 

from you but it gives you a degree of safety in the passage. 

once when i lost a friend, i realized that i was weeping since 

my hands were wet. i was giving a talk at the time, being wise 

and all that, and it was a revelation—i couldn’t trust myself 

not to weep in public. i also couldn’t trust myself to sleep at 

night, either. at a time like that we have to surrender. We are 

facing something vast and, really, we have always known that 

we would have to face it. it is an enormous, shaggy beast block-

ing the way. and there is something exhilarating about the in-

evitable when at last it arrives; awakening is not a choice or a 

matter of technique anymore, it’s the only place left. the huge 

animal rolls over us, and suddenly we find that we are riding 
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on its back. it has become a vehicle. the obstacles really have 

become gates.

ultimately, we go into the processes before the feelings get 

made, before an inquiry is needed. if you just lose yourself in a 

koan, for example, well, there is no problem because there’s no 

you, and whatever transformation goes on happens because the 

universe still operates well when there’s no you. ultimately, we 

learn to be kind about the places the mind goes.

the Pull of Beauty
When you practice you can’t help but notice the beauty and 

kindness that appears in the world. the objects and people 

you encounter have a glow about them, a completeness. the 

practice becomes something that draws you toward life, rather 

than pushing you away from suffering. in this way you begin to 

notice that you can navigate by what you love. the experience 

of beauty is not manufactured; it is revealed. Focusing on the 

beautiful means hearing the voice of beauty and healing that is 

already going on—the thread that gets stronger and stronger as 

you go. this actually amounts to noticing what you really love 

rather than what consoles you for the night, a consolation that 

may be indistinguishable from suffering. 

the way amy Winehouse sings it, “didn’t get so much in class / 

but i know it don’t come in a shot glass,” might make you think 

for a moment that it probably does come in a shot glass. But 

what you really, really want is not tanqueray, which has known 

charms, but a revelation that’s deeply disturbing and changes 

your world. to follow what you love means to be skeptical about 

the first thing you seem to want and also to allow yourself to re-

ally want something. it’s possible to think that you have read the 

fine print on Buddhism, and that it means not having a self and 

not wanting stuff. But this hand is the Buddha’s hand, as a koan 

goes, and if this hand is the Buddha’s hand, it is going to pick up 

things that you want, touch people you want to touch. noticing 

what you really want gets you out of being namby-pamby and 

pretending to be spiritual, which is another form of tanqueray. 

noticing what you really want might look like appreciation, as 

it in this forestry ranger’s account:

a particular phrase leapt out at me for a koan: “the manifestation 

of one essential emptiness,” the key word being “manifesta-

tion.” after reading this, everything really began to shift from 

subject and object (me and other) to us. i am a manifestation 

of the one essential emptiness, so are you, the redwoods, a pot 

of beans, a nail in the roadway, or ticks on a dog. everything i 

encounter is a manifestation. there’s a lot happening around 

me, what a palate this universe is offering. i felt that the world 

is calling out to me, every sound, smell, feeling, all worthy of 

my loving attention.

this is a report of meditation experience, but the gift can come 

in any setting. i did a retreat with attending physicians who run 

a residency at duke university hospital. the meditation exercise 

was simple, just to be present without judging your experience 

and to notice life without praise and blame—essentially a koan 

exercise offering the experience of life without the usual thought 

forms. one of the senior physicians said immediately: 

this is familiar. 

How so?

it’s like this when i’m in the operating room. i’m at peace do-

ing surgery. it’s the time i feel completely at home and at one 

with things. 

nice. to be so absorbed in attention that there are no preju-

dices, that there is not even someone doing surgery—that seems 

like taking meditation into action. anything you are that good at 

gives you a measure of awareness of buddhanature, the fundamen-

tal beauty that we all share. and that awareness can be a reference 

point. it gives you a possibility for those areas of life in which you 

are not so free.

What about When it’s not Working?
if you have a practice, it does some of the heavy lifting for you. 

You come back to it again and again, and then your life unfolds 

in a less desperate and more elegant way. But your practice 

doesn’t necessarily inform you of this while you are sitting. here 

is a story from a woman who thought of herself as a kind of slow 

learner in Buddhism:

i have had a hard time meditating, and i don’t get that sense 

of relief and nourishment that lots of people report. i basically 

think that i don’t get it. i’ve just kept doing it, though; i’m in-

terested in spiritual things, and this seems to be the only thing 

that it makes sense to do. then i was looking after someone 

who is sick, and i enjoyed it, being helpful, being unselfish. i 

thought that might be something to do with what i was aim-

ing for. then i noticed an old friend was there. it was someone 

i had fallen out with and it had caused me a lot of pain, and 

yet there he was, helping too, passing me in the kitchen. i had 

no plans to forgive him, but i did. i felt that i never under-

stood the practice but an old saying, “i’m just a person with 

nothing to do,” kept coming to mind, and i understood it. i 

thought, “that’s me.” everything just does itself. 

When you sit you are in a sacred place, whoever you are. 

a thousand hands and eyes
the Bodhisattva of Great Compassion has one thousand hands 

and eyes, and one way to feel this is that everything in the uni-

verse is one of those hands and eyes. there isn’t really a justi-

fication for being human but if there were, empathy might be 

it. it probably occupies a level underneath all the difficulty and 

pain. Compassion lets you know that even your pain might be 

the true thing that saves the world. if you are really stuck, it 

could be useful to include empathy or compassion, to forgive 

life and yourself for the place you have arrived at.

empathy is like art, because it happens without thought and 

it doesn’t mistake today for yesterday. here is an account of 

practice by a grade school teacher:

methods don’t work for me. i don’t like to gather my atten-

tion or sit still. Certain techniques didn’t feel right. i liked the 

koans because there was a lot of room to experiment. any-

thing i do is practice. i brought my practice into the classroom 

where i work. immediately i felt the difference between how it 

had been and how it manifests in the work with the kids. now 

i can receive what they have to give to me.  

   For example, there was an unhappy kid at school. the 

other kids didn’t like her, and she would perceive things as 

attacks and get mean-spirited back. her unhappiness was 

spilling out around her. one day she came walking up to my 

desk, and my first thought was, “this kid has got to get her 

life together; i don’t like her,” and then suddenly my heart 

opened and none of that was there. i was sitting, i was at her 

height, and i felt love pouring out from me. she was about 

to complain. But when she looked up at me and our eyes met 

she couldn’t remember what she was upset about. From that 

moment on, our relationship changed. that’s how the medi-

tation practice shows up. it doesn’t have anything to do with 

me. But i was open enough for something to happen. 

Practice gives you the opportunity to give, and that is some-

thing that makes human beings happy.

life outside the Burning house
eventually, the distinction between your spiritual practice and 

the rest of your life blurs and perhaps disappears. this is because 

spiritual practice is interesting and works, and you end up 

noticing it wherever you look. it appears in some form every day 

of your life, so we can say that there’s a long arc to a spiritual 

practice. Within that long arc, there is always trial and error. 

there are lots of things you don’t discover unless you happen 

to stumble into them. it’s a nice thing to be offered a path, and 

the important thing is to enjoy the way station where you hap-

pen to be spending the night. 

meditation offers a path out of the burning house, without 

abandoning the promise and good-heartedness of being human. 

Practice is the last best hope of living up to that good-heart-

edness, the only thing that never hurts and usually helps. and 

even at the beginning of the meditation path, on a good day it’s 

exciting. it actually makes you happy. ♦


